**COLUMN DETAILS**

- Nominal Height of Column: 5m
- Planting Depth: 1000mm
- Min. Door Opening: 500 x 100

**PLANTING DETAILS**

- Concrete STS compacted up to cable entry hole.

**PROJECTION BRACKET**

- Bracket to be secured to column by means of a row of socket screws.

**SPIGOT CAP**

- Standard 76mm diameter tubular steel column.

- Backfill Class B to Clause 601, Table 6/1 unless otherwise specified.

**ALTERNATIVE ARRANGEMENT FOR DOOR OPENINGS**

- Retaining plate welded to column

- Lighting column base

- Fixed Y bar (i.e. unable to rotate)

- Tri-head door screw (stainless steel)

- Column door with welded on cup weather skirt and door stop plate.